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WITHRADICALSQUAREZERO
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IDUN REITEN
ABSTRACT.

For certain abelian categories with radical square zero, con-

taining artin rings with radical square zero as a special case, we give a way of constructing hereditary

abelian categories stably equivalent to them, i.e. such that

their categories modulo projectives are equivalent categories.

Introduction. Let C be an additive category where idempotents split. Denote as in [2] by Mod C the category of contravariant additive functors from C
to abelian groups (called C-modules), and by mod C the fuU subcategory of finitely
presented functors. We shall further assume that each object in C is a finite direct
sum of indecomposable objects in C, and that the endomorphism ring Rc of an
indecomposable object C is a division ring modulo its radical, so that a decomposition of an object in C into a finite direct sum of indecomposable objects is
unique. Assume also that D = mod C is abelian and that the simple C-modules
are finitely presented. AU the above conditions on C and D = mod C wiU be
assumed throughout the paper.
Important cases where the above assumptions hold are D = mod A, the
category of finitely generated (left) modules over a left artin ring A, and the case
where D is a dualizing /?-variety for a commutative artin ring R (see [4] for
definition).
Let D/P denote the category D modulo projectives (see [4] ). We say that
D = mod C and D' = mod C' are (projectively) stably equivalent if D/P and D'/P
are equivalent categories. For dualizing /?-varieties this coincides with our previous
definition of stable equivalence [4]. In [4] we discussed Loewy length for dualizing /?-varieties D = mod C, denoted by LL(D), coinciding with the ordinary
Loewy length in the case of rings. We showed in [5] that if D = mod C is a dualizing /?-variety with LL(D) < 2, there is a hereditary dualizing R-vaxiety stably
equivalent to D. In this paper we shall obtain this result in a completely different
way. Our method here is interesting because we at the same time get a direct way
of constructing a hereditary dualizing /^-variety stably equivalent to a dualizing
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Tî-variety D = mod C with LL(D) < 2. Furthermore, our construction works in
a more general context, namely with the assumptions on D = mod C as above
and 11(D) < 2. As for the definition of Loewy length it is easy to see that it
can be defined in exactly the same way as for dualizing R-varieties in [4]. This

more general case then has the advantage of applying to left artin rings with
Loewy length at most 2, rather than only to artin algebras (i.e. artin rings which
are finitely generated as modules over their center). If r denotes the radical of
the artin ring A then the hereditary ring we construct is T = (ArrA°/r). This special case was treated in a preliminary way in [3].
In § 1 we recall from [6] some background material on trivial extensions
of abelian categories, and the definition and elementary properties of Loewy

length from [4].
In §2 we define a new category E associated with D = mod C, which is
going to be a hereditary abelian category with enough projectives stably equivalent to D, and we define a natural functor a from D to E. We then prove that a
induces an equivalence between the categories modulo projectives for D and E.
We give a different description of a in the special case of a trivial extension
S t< F of a category S where each object is a finite direct sum of simple objects

by a right exact functor F: S —* S.
In §3 we consider the natural ring map «: T = A ix M —> A = (^ °),
where «(X, m) = (m °). We assume that A is a left artin ring and M a A-bimodule, finitely generated as a left module. « induces a natural functor J3: mod T —►

mod A, given by ß(X) = AAr ® TX, where the right action of T on A is given
via «. We shall see that although a and ß are different functors, they are isomorphic
modulo projectives, so that also ß: mod T —►mod A will induce an equivalence of
the categories modulo projectives, when A is semisimple (so that LL(V) < 2). We
shall also consider the natural functor 7: mod A —►mod T, which is given by
considering a A-module as a T-module via the map «. In particular we show that
if T is of finite representation type, then so is A. We consider analogues of both
ß and 7 in our more general category situation.
In §4 we restrict ourselves to the case of dualizing R-varieties. We use our
previous results [5] that if two hereditary dualizing T?-varieties,both with no
semisimple direct factors, are stably equivalent, then the hereditary dualizing Rvarieties are equivalent. We shall show how to construct directly, on the basis of
D = mod C, an hereditary dualizing 7?-variety E' stably equivalent to D with no
semisimple direct factors. We use this to formulate necessary and sufficient conditions for two dualizing T?-varieties D = mod C to be stably equivalent.
I would like to thank Professor Maurice Auslander for his helpful comments.
1. In this section we shall recall some background material on trivial extensions of abelian categories from [6], and on radical and Loewy length from [4].
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Let A be an abelian category with enough projectives and F: A —>Aa
right exact functor. We consider the trivial extension of A by F, denoted by
A ix F, which is then an abelian category. The objects are triples (FA, A, f),
where f: FA —►A is a map in A such that (Ff)f = 0. We shall sometimes write

FA

instead of (FA, A, f). The projective objects are aU of the form

FP + F2P
\\

PÜFP
for P a projective object in A. The maps between two objects (FA, A, f) and

(FB, B, g) are maps ft: A —►
B such that

fa^Ufb

f
■*B
commutes.
As an important special case we have the case when A is the product of
two abelian categories, A = B k C, and F: A —*■
A maps B to C and C to zero.
We shall then usually denote the category A x F by (B, C, F), and it will then
be more convenient to denote the objects by (B, C, f), where f: FB —►C is a
map in C. The projective objects are then direct sums of objects of the form
(P, FP, id) and (0, Q, 0), where P is projective in B and Q projective in C. The
maps between (B, C, f) and (B\ C', /') are pairs (ftlf ft2), with hx : B —►B' in

Bandft2: C-

C' in C, such that

Fh.

FB--+

FB'

C-=-+C"
commutes.
We point out that an example of the above is given by A = mod A, the
category of finitely generated (left) modules over a left artin ring A, and F =
AMA® -, where M is a two sided A-module which is finitely generated as a left
A-module. Then mod A tx F is equivalent to the category mod T, where T =
AkAíís the trivial extension of A by M, i.e. the ring whose elements are pairs
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(X m) with X G A and m G M. Addition is componentwise, and multiplication

is givenby (X m) ■(X', m) = (XX',W + mX').
An example of the special case (B, C, F) is (mod R, mod S, F), where R
and S are left artin rings, SMR is an 5 - T?-bimodulewhich is a finitely generated

S-module, and F: mod R —►mod S is givenby F = SMR ® -. If we write
r = (fj g), where the ring elements are (rm°), with rGR,sGS,
is componentwise and

If

0\ 11

yw sj

\m

ON/
s'J

t

0\

\mr + sm

rr'

ss'/'

m G M, addition

then (mod R, mod 5, F) is equivalent to mod T.
We shaU next recall some properties of radical and Loewy length from [4].
For a dualizing Ä-variety D = mod C, rAf was defined to be the intersection of
the maximal C-submodules of M, for a finitely presented C-module M. We showed
various properties about rTkf,similar to those known for rings. In particular, rM
is also finitely presented, so' that we can repeat the process in mod C, to define

r'M for all / > 1. The smallest/ such that r'Ai = (0) is called the Loewy length
of M, denoted by LL(M). The Loewy length of D = mod C is the supremum of
the Loewy length of aU objects in D, denoted by LL(D). It is easy to see that
aU this can be done in our more general situation. The assumption that the
simple C-modules are finitely presented is essential.
We shaU be mainly concerned with the case LL(D) < 2. Then for each
finitely presented C-module M, rM is finitely presented, and since r(rM) = 0, rM
is a direct sum of a finite number of simple objects in mod C. Since M/rM is also
the direct sum of a finite number of simple objects, M has finite length. We can
now conclude that D = mod C has projective covers. For since each object
( , Q has finite length, it is not hard to see that mod C is equivalent to mod A
for an artin ring A, where C' is a finitely generated subvariety of C (i.e. C' has
only a finite number of indecomposable objects). Since each such mod C' has
projective covers, we can conclude by [2] that D = mod C has projective covers.

2. We let the assumptions on D = mod C be as before, and assume also
that LL(D) < 2. In this section we shall show that D is projectively stably equivalent to some hereditary abelian category E with enough projectives, i.e. the
categories D/P and E/P are equivalent.

We start by defining the category E. Let S be the full additive subcategory
of D whose indecomposable objects are the simple objects in D. S is clearly
abelian. We want to define a functor F: S —►S as foUows. For an object 5 in
S, let Ps denote its projective cover in D, which we have seen exists. Define

F(S) = rPs. If /: S —*■
T in S, considerthe diagram
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0-+r/\,
/'

/"

/

0,

0-*rPT

where/" is a lifting of/, and/' its restriction to xPs. We then define F(f) =
/': iPs —►iPT. It is easüy checked that/' is independent of the choice of/".
If 0 —*S —*S —*S" —*0 is an exact sequence in S, 0 —>F(S') —>
F(S) —♦ F(S") —»■0 is clearly exact, so that F is an exact functor. (S, S, F) is
then an abelian category, which obviously has enough projectives, and is hereditary

W.
In the special case D = mod A for a left artin ring A, it is easily seen that
we have F(S) = rPs = r ® S. Hence mod A is here equivalent to mod T, where
p _ /A/r

0 N

We next want to define a natural functor a: D —►E = (S, S, F). For an
object M in D, define a(xW)= (M/rM,tM, f), where/: F(M/iM) —►\M is givenas
foUows. Let PM be a projective cover of M. We know that F(M/xM) = xPM, and
we define /: xPM—►xM to be the epimorphism induced by the epimorphism
PM —>M. If g: M —►
N is a map in D, then a(g) = (gx, g2), where gx : M/xM—♦
N/xN and g2 : xM—►xN are the natural maps induced by g: M —►xV.
Let E' denote the full subcategory of E whose objects are (S, T, f), where
f.FS —> T is an epimorphism. We have seen that for M in D, a(M) lies in E'.
We let a also denote the induced functor from D to E'. We have the following
close connection between D and E'.
Proposition 2.3. a: D —*Ë is a representation equivalence, i.e. a is a
full and dense functor such that if a(g) is an isomorphism then g is an isomorphism.

Proof.

Let g: M —►
N be a map in D. Then the diagram

0 -* xM—*M —►
M/xM—►
0
*i

g

h

0 —►
xN—*■
N -* N/xN -*■0
shows that if F(g) = (gx, g2) is an isomorphism, i.e. both^j and g2 are isomorphisms, then g is an isomorphism.
If C is finitely generated, i.e. D = mod C is equivalent to mod A for some
artin ring A, then dually to [1, Chapter 2], one can show that a is full and dense.
We can use this special fact to show that a is full and dense also in the general
case. We sketch below how to show that a is dense. The method for showing
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that a is full is similar. Let (A, B, f) be an object in E', i.e. A and B are semisimple objects in D, and /: rP^ —*•B is an epimorphism. Let (, C2) —>( , Cx)
—*( , C0) —*A —►0 and ( , C'f) —*( , C'0)—*B —*■
0 be beginningsof minimal projective resolutions for A and B in D.
Let Cj be a full additive subcategory of C, with only a finite number of indecomposable objects, containing the C¡ and C'¡ above. Consider the natural right
exact embedding i: mod Cx —* mod C, determined by i( , C) = ( , C) for aU C in
Cj. Denote by /: mod C —►mod Cx the natural restriction functor, which is
clearly exact. //: mod Cx —►mod Cj is isomorphic to the identity functor, and
i: modCj —►mod C induces an equivalence of categories between mod Cj and
the full subcategory of mod C, whose objects are the objects of mod C which
have minimal projective presentations involving only projectives ( , C) with C in
Cj [2]. A, B and rPA wUl then lie in this subcategory. Let Ej denote the category of triples (X, Y, g), with g: rPx —> Y an epimorphism, associated with the
category mod Cj in the same way as before, i.e. X and y*are semisimple objects
in mod Cx, and Px denotes a projective cover of X in mod Cj. Denote the natural
functor by ax : mod Cx —►
Ex. We claim that (j(A),j(B),j(f)) lies in Ex. We get
induced an epimorphism j(rPA) —*■
j(B). j(A) and j(B) are clearly semisimple objects in mod Cx, so we need only check that j(rPA) = tPj(a)- TWs follows since
it is easy to see that P.-m) is the projective cover of j(A) in mod Cx. As we already
pointed out, since mod Cj is equivalent to mod A for an artin ring A, there is an

M in mod Cj such that a'(M) - (j(A),j(B), j(f)). Weclaimthat a(i(M))a (A,B, f).
We have the exact sequence

0 —>rM—*■
M—►M/rM—►
0;
lie

Hi

m

1(4)

hence the right exact sequence B —►i(M) —*A —>■
0. By applying / to this
sequence we get the above exact sequence back again. Since every nonzero sub-

object B' of B is a direct summand of B, it is not hard to see that j(B') ¥=(0),
and hence that the sequence 0 —»B —>i(M) —*■
A —* 0 is actually exact. Since
A is semisimple, we have as in [5] for dualizing Ä-varieties, that ri(M) C B. Since
j(A) = M/rM in mod CvPjfA^ is also a projective cover for M. Hence PA is a
projective cover for i(M) in mod C. From this it is clear that i(M)/ri(M) = A,
hence also ri(M) s B. Since rP¿ and B Ue in the correct subcategory of mod C,
we have that ij(f) —f: rPA —►B. This completes the proof that a: mod C —*■
E'
is a dense functor.
We are now ready to formulate our main result.

Theorem 2.4. In the above notation, a: D —>E = (S, S, F) induces an
equivalence of categories between the categories D/P (D modulo projectives) and
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E/x°,i.e. D and E are projectively stably equivalent. Further E is hereditary.
Proof. Since by Proposition 2.3, a: D —►E' is a representation equivalence,
aiM) is indecomposable in E if and only if M is indecomposable in D. Let M be
an indecomposable object in D. Consider a(M) = (M/xM, xM, f). Here /: xPM —►
xM is an epimorphism which is an isomorphism if and only if M is projective. By

the description of projective objects in E = (S, S, F) which we recalled in §1, we
can then conclude that M is projective in D if and only if a(M) is projective in E.
Let now (A, B, f) be an indecomposable object in E which does not lie in
E', i.e. /: xPA —►B is not an epimorphism. Since B is semisimple, the monomorphism Im /—► B splits. Since (A, B, f) is indecomposable, we can then conclude
that / is zero and A = (0), so that (A, B, f) = (0, B, 0), hence a projective object
in E, since B is projective in S. Hence a induces a full and dense functor, also
denoted by a, from the fuU subcategory of D whose objects are the objects of D
with no projective summands, to the full subcategory of E whose objects are the
objects in E with no projective summands. Since this a is full, we can write

HomE(a(Ai),a(N)) = HomD(M,N)¡S(M,N), where S(M, N) is the subgroup of
HomD(xW,
xV)whose elements are the maps g: M —►N such that the induced maps
g: M/xM —* N/xN and g": xM—*■xN are both zero, i.e. such that g(M) C rxV.
E is hereditary since gl. dim. S = 0 [6], hence E/P is easily seen to be a fuU
subcategory of E. Hence the following lemma will finish the proof that a induces
an equivalence of categories between D/P and E/P.

Lemma 2.5. Let M and N be objects in D with no projective summands.
Then S(M,N) = P(M,N), whereP(M,N) = {/: M —>N, wheref factors through
a projective object in D}.
Proof.

Assume first that /G P(M, N), i.e. we have a commutative diagram

M^—SN
where P is a projective object in D. Since M has no projective summands, g(M) C

xP. Hencehg(M)= f(M) Ç rxV,which impliesthat / is in S(M,N).
Assume conversely that / G S(M, TV),i.e. / factors as follows: M —►M/xM
—► xN —*N. Letg:P —►N be a projective cover for N. g induces an epimorphism g': xP —►rxV. Since xP is semisimple, there is an ft: M/xM —►xP which
makes the diagram
xP

MlxM—->rxV
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commute. It then follows that / factors through P, so that / is in P(M, TV). This
finishes the proof of the lemma, and hence of the theorem.

Corollary

2.7. Let Abe a left artin ring with r2 = 0. 77ienA is (pro-

jectively) stably equivalent to the hereditary ring T = (A/rA/r).
Proof.
Let D = mod A. Then the full additive subcategory of D whose
indecomposable objects are the simple objects of D is mod A/r. And we have
seen that our functor F: mod A/r —►mod A/r is given by F(M) = r ®A ,t M.
The rest follows from our remarks in § 1.

Corollary

2.8. Let D = mod C where LL(D) < 2, and let E be as above.

Then there is a one-one correspondence between the indecomposable nonprojective
objects in D a«cf E. In particular, there is a finite number of indecomposable
nonprojective objects in D if and only if there is a finite number of indecomposable nonprojective objects in E.
We end this section by discussing an important class of our D = mod C
with ¿1(D) < 2. Let S be an abelian category where each object is a finite sum
of simple objects, and F: S —* S a (right) exact functor. Let D = S tx F =
mod C (assuming that D is a category of the type we consider in this paper). For
an object (F4, A, f) in S k F, we have the exact sequence

0 -* (F(Imf), Im/, 0) -* (F4, A, f)-+ (F(Cokerf), Coker/, 0) -> 0
[6]. For 0 —* Im /—* A —>Coker /—> 0 is exact in S, so the only thing left
to show is that the induced maps F(Im f) —►Im / and F(Coker f) —►Coker /
are both zero. The first follows from

F2A -%-+ FA
where f(Ff) is zero. Further FA -¿+ A —►Coker / is clearly zero, and the map

F4 -£+ A factors through F(Coker f) since fiFf) is zero.

We consider the natural embedding of S into SkF

given by S —*■
(FS, S, 0)

for S in S an identification. If M = (FA, A, f) is an indecomposable nonsimple
object, it is not hard to see that rM = (Film /), Im /, 0). We now want to com-
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pute xPM. It is easy to see that

F(Coker/) U F2 (Coker/)

**-

w
Coker/ II FfCokerf)

[6], hence xPM= (F2(Coker /), F(Coker /), 0). It wül then follow that a(M) =
(Coker /, Im / /'), where/': F(Coker f) —>Im / is induced by /: FA —►
/I. We
state this as
Proposition 2.9. Let S fte an additive category where each object is a
finite direct sum of simple objects, and let F: S —►S be a right exact functor.

Thena: D = S txF —»(S, S, F) = E give«by a(A, FA, f) = (Coker/, Im/, /'),
with /': F(Coker f) —►Im / the natural map induced by f: FA —►A, induces an
equivalence of categories between D/P and E/P.
We remark that for the case of a trivial extension A k F, where A is not
semisimple, the above functor a generalizes to a functor a: A tx F—►(A, A, F)

givenby a'(A, FA, f) = (Coker/, Im/ /').
3. Let A be a left artin ring and M a twosided A-module which is finitely
generated as a left A-module. As a special case of our considerations in the previous section we have a natural functor a : mod T —►mod A, where r = A tx M
and A = (^ A). If A is semisimple, we showed that a induced an equivalence of
the categories mod r and mod A modulo projectives.
Associated with the natural ring map «: T —> A, given by n(\ m) = (£, °)
are the functors /?: mod r —►mod A, given by ß(M) = AAr <8>
M for M in mod T,
where A is considered a right T-module via the map «, and 7: mod A —►mod T,
where for N in mod A, y(N) is a T-module via the map n.
We shall compare the functors a and j3, which turn out to be different in
general, but for the case of A being semisimple, the functors induced by a and ß
from mod T/P to mod A/P are isomorphic. So the stable equivalence between
mod r and mod A is in this case induced by a natural tensor product.
We have seen that when r and A are stably equivalent then r is of finite
representation type if and only if A is. We shall use the functor 7 to show that
even if A is not semisimple, we can still conclude that if A is of finite representa-

tion type, then T is.
We shall, more generally, consider an abelian category A with enough projectives and the categories AkF

and (A, A, F) (subject to our standard assump-

tions for this paper), where F: A —►A is a right exact functor.

We want to de-

fine functors ß: A x F —*■
(A, A, F) and 7: (A, A, F) —>AxF

such that they

specialize to the above ß and 7 for rings.
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Proposition

3.1. Wehave a right exact functor ß: A tx F —►(A, A, F)

givenby ß(FA,A,f) = (Coker/, A, /'), where/': FiCokerf) —*■
A is naturally

inducedby f: FA -*■A. And if g: (FA,A,f)-^ (FB,B, h), then (Kg)= (g, g),
where g : Coker / —►Coker « is induced by g: A —►
B.
Proof.

We have already seen in §2 that f:FA—+A

/': F(Cokerf)-*A.

induces a map

Considerthen g : (FA, A,f)—* (FB, B, h), i.e. we have a

commutative diagram

Fg
FA-^FB

It is then clear that

FiCoker /)

Fg

> FiCoker «)
tí

/'

g
commutes, so that ig, g') is indeed a map from (Coker /, A, /') to (Coker h, B, tí).

To show that ß is right exact, let (FA, A,f)—+ (FB, B, h) -* (FC, C, i) —*0
be exact in A tx F. Then A —>B —* C—»■Ois exact in A, hence also F4 —►
FB —*FC—►0 since F is a right exact functor. Then we get induced a right
exact sequence Coker / —►Coker « —►Coker i —►0, and we conclude that

(Cokerf, A, f) -> (Cokerh, B, tí) -* (Cokeri, C, /') —►
0
is exact in (A, A, F), and our proof is complete.
It is not hard to see that the functor ß in Proposition 3.1 generalizes the
above mentioned ß for artin rings: Our notation ofAxMasaAx
M-module is

FA + FM

and of A = Q- A) as a A-module,

A+ M.
Hence ß(T) ■ A. Since ß is right exact and commutes with sums, we know that
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ß is given by ß(X) = AAr ® X, where the right structure of A as a T-module is
given via the map n. For if ft: T —* T is given by right multiplication by (X m),
it is not hard to see that ß(f)'- A —* A is given by right multiplication by (£, °).
If A is semisimple, we have

p\FA, A,f) = (Coker/, A, /') = (Coker/, Im / /') Ü (0, Coker/, 0)
= a(FA, A,f)U

(0, Coker/, 0).

Since (0, Coker /, 0) is a projective object in (A, A, F), the functors induced by
a and ß on mod T/P are isomorphic. We have then proved

Proposition 3.2. Let Auf, (A, A, F) and the functor ß be as before.
If A is semisimple, then ß induces an equivalence of categories between the categories A x F and (A, A, F) modulo projectives.

One can also check that y: (A, A, F) —*(A, F) givenby

FA II FB

y(A,B,f)=

\f
A UB

and y(gx, g2) = gx II g2 when (gx, g2): (A, B,f)—+ (A', B', /') is a map in
(A, A, F) specializes to the above 7 for the case of artin rings. The composite
functor ßy: (A, A, F) —►
(A, F) is then givenby

ßy(A,B,f)

= (A, B, f) U (0, A, 0) U (Coker/, 0, 0).
Hence every object in (A, A, F) is a summand of an object ß(N) with TVin A x F.
Hence if A x F has only a finite number of indecomposable objects, then so does
(A, A, F). As a special case we have

Corollary 3.3. Let Abe a left artin ring, M a two sided A-module,
finitely generated as a left A-module. IfT = A x Mis of finite representation

type,thensois A = (fa A).
4. In this section we shall assume that D = mod C is a dualizing Pv-variety,
where R is a commutative artin ring [4]. We shall also assume LL(D) < 2. It is
then not hard to see that E = (S, S, F), in our previous notation, is also a dualizing /^-variety. The idea for the proof of this is to use that for each indecomposable projective object P in E there is only a finite number of nonisomorphic
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indecomposable objects in E with a nonzero map to P.
From [5] we know that up to equivalence of categories there is a unique
hereditary dualizing T?-variety with no semisimple direct factor, stably equivalent
to a dualizing /^-variety with Loewy length at most two. We want to show how
to construct this hereditary duaUzing T?-varietyfrom D = mod C with ¿¿(D) < 2.
We shall apply this to give a criterion for when two dualizing i?-varieties with
Loewy length at most two are stably equivalent.
Let D = mod C be a dualizing T?-varietyof Loewy length at most two, and
S the full additive subcategory where the indecomposable objects are the simple
objects in D. Let Sx denote the full additive subcategory of S whose indecomposable objects are the simple nonprojective objects in D. Let S2 denote the fuU
additive subcategory of S whose indecomposable objects are the simple noninjective objects in D. Then S = Sj xS', = S2 x S'2, where the indecomposable
objects in S^ are the projective simple objects in D, and the indecomposable objects in S'2 the injective simple objects in D. If S is semisimple and projective,
then clearly F(S) = 0, and no simple injective object in D can be a summand of
any object of the type F(S). Hence E = (S, S, F) decomposes as E = (Sj, S2, F)
x Sj x S2. It is easy to see that (Slt S2, F) can have no semisimple direct factor,
We summarize this discussion in

Theorem 4.1. ¿er D be a dualizing R-variety with ¿¿(D) < 2. Then D is
stably equivalent to the hereditary dualizing R-variety (Sx, S2, F), where Sx is
the full additive subcategory of D generated by the simple nonprojective objects,
and S2 generated by the simple noninjective objects. Further, (Sx, S2, F) has no
semisimple direct factors.
We shaU now use Theorem 4.1 to describe directly when two duaUzing Rvarieties D and D' with Loewy length at most two are stably equivalent. By the
remarks from the introduction of this section, D and D' are stably equivalent if
and only if the dualizing T?-varieties(S,, S2, F) and (Sj, S2, F') as described in
Theorem 4.1 are equivalent. This can be seen to be the case if and only if there

are equivalences of categories Gx : Sx —►S'x and G2: S2 —►S2, between the nonprojective objects and the noninjective objects respectively, such that we have
natural isomorphismsG2(F(S)) a F'(GX(S)) for 5 in S,.
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